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1. Introduction 43 

Traditionally economists considered agents as rational individuals whose decisions are 44 

not influenced by the type and pattern of interaction with other individuals. While this 45 

approach seems legitimate for studying many social and economic phenomena it falls 46 

short for explaining the emergence of trust, cooperativeness or the compliance of social 47 

norms. Since they are a foundation of social relationships individual decisions are 48 

influenced by the choices of other individuals, and are governed by the type and pattern 49 

of connections between agents. Like prices are the principal vehicle to coordinated 50 

individual actions in market, trust, cooperativeness and social norms are the principle 51 

vehicle to coordinate social actions. The sustainable management of common property 52 

resources is an evident example that requires the coordination of the agents’ behavior, 53 

for example by compliance of a social norm. The determination and analysis of the 54 

factors that favor the disposition to comply with social norms has been studied 55 

intensively in economics and other social sciences (Wenegrat et al. 1996, Ostrom et al. 56 

2002, Hanaki et al. 2007). The results of these studies show that individual decisions are 57 

not guided completely by complex self-interested calculation but under certain 58 

conditions also by the collective interests – for example the presence of a community 59 

that is based on a small and stable population with a thick social network and social 60 

norms promoting the collective interests (Ostrom et al 2002). 61 

 62 

A first attempt to analyze the interplay between the emergence of cooperation and social 63 

networks was based on the evolutionary-game-theoretic approach. In its initial phase 64 

evolutionary game-theoretic approach was based on the premise that every agent can 65 

randomly meet any other agent, i.e. all agents are linked directly with each other. In 66 

terms of a social network one would talk about a complete network. While this 67 

approach (Bowles 2004) helped to understand the driving factors for the emergence and 68 

preservation of cooperation it does not take full account of the complexity, vicinity and 69 

segregation pattern in interaction between agents in a real world social network. For this 70 

reason (Nowak and May 1992, Szabó and Fáth 2007) introduced a simple spatial 71 

structure where agents can interact only with their immediate neighbors. This new 72 

framework allowed to demonstrate that cooperation is evolutionary viable within a 73 

narrow window of the specified parameters of the game. Yet, this approach neglects 74 

empirical evidence (Amaral et al. 2000, Jackson et al. 2017) that shows that agents are 75 

grounded in strongly heterogeneous networks with a strong diversity among the agents’ 76 
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neighborhood structure. To overcome the topological identity of the agents and to break 77 

up the underlying symmetry of the network structure (Santos and Pacheco 2005, Santos 78 

et al. 2006, Santos et al. 2012) analyzed the emergence of cooperation in non-regular 79 

networks. Their results show that scale-free networks strongly support the emergence of 80 

cooperation.   81 

 82 

In contrast to traditional ways of economic thinking the evolutionary-game-theoretic 83 

framework assumes that the agents’ rationality is limited and individual decisions are 84 

taken by comparing payoffs. The proportion of individuals choosing a particular 85 

behavior increases when the payoff to that behavior exceeds the average payoff in the 86 

population, and decreases when the reverse is true. Hence behavior that does badly from 87 

the point of view of the individual gets weeded out, while behavior that does well is 88 

imitated (Sethi and Somanathan 1996, Osés-Eraso and Viladrich-Grau 2007). Within 89 

the evolutionary-game-theoretic framework the determination of the payoffs has so far 90 

received little attention. It could be based on a short-term or long-term perspective 91 

depending on the degree of individual commitment with the collective interests. A 92 

short-term perspective presents the predominance of individual interests while a long-93 

term perspective reflects collective interests. In the latter case the payoff can be 94 

calculated as the outcome of a differential game. Finally, the determination of the 95 

optimal strategic response to let‘s say thousands of other agents each of them in a 96 

unique position in the social network might stretch the assumption of rationality beyond 97 

its limits due to the complexity of the strategic decision problem.  Therefore, the 98 

assumption of limited rationality seems reasonable to us if the social network is large 99 

and topologically complex. 100 

 101 

Alternatively, economists studied the behavior of agents that form part of a social 102 

network within the framework of repeated games (Haag and Lagunoff 2006, Jackson 103 

2016). This strand of the literature establishes that cooperation can be maintained 104 

throughout the game if the defecting agents are sanctioned and excluded from 105 

cooperative benefits forever. The infinitely repeated games are framed as prisoner 106 

dilemmas at a bilateral or multilateral level. While the results of these studies are 107 

interesting their applicability to real life situation is limited because equilibriums are 108 

only found on the basis of the above described grim trigger strategies within the set-up 109 

of infinitely repeated prisoner dilemma type games  (Jackson 2016). Examples of 110 
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successful cooperation (Sethi and Somanathan 1996), however, show that these social 111 

networks are not based on grim trigger strategies. Repeated games are the repetition of 112 

static games and as such they do not consider the evolution of a stock variable. 113 

Consequently, they do not allow analyzing the tragedy of the commons where the 114 

evolution of the natural resource is a fundamental element of the problem. 115 

 116 

In view of these considerations we suggest a new framework that combines the 117 

distinctive aspects of the three strands of the literature – an evolutionary game-theoretic 118 

approach based on the solutions of differential games which are employed within a 119 

social network that gives account of the complexity of the agents’ interaction.  120 

 121 

With respect to the social network we describe the structure of connections and analyze 122 

to what extent macro and micro characteristics of social interaction support social norms 123 

in order to conserve natural resources (Jackson et al. 2017). We focus on a common 124 

property resource, and ask the question whether network effects are able to sustain the 125 

socially optimal use of the resource or at least to moderate or avoid the tragedy of the 126 

commons, i.e., the overuse or depletion of the natural resource. The decision to comply 127 

with the social norm is voluntary since the members of the community have open access 128 

to the natural resource.  The community owns the natural resource but it has no legal 129 

power to enforce the social norm or it is too costly to rely on formal contracting. 130 

However, the compliers may exercise social pressure (social shunning, social rejection) 131 

on members of the community that do not adhere to the social norm (Ali and Miller 132 

2016). Social pressure is undertaken by the compliers themselves, without the presence 133 

of the authorities, and depends heavily on their structure and pattern of interactions. 134 

 135 

The realized study does not only aim to contribute to the analysis of cooperative 136 

behavior but also to the valuation approaches of intangible goods. Environmental 137 

economics contributed to the general economics with the foundation and formalization 138 

of methods to measure the value of intangible goods and services, for example, the 139 

scenic value or the existence value. This study aims to extend the literature by analyzing 140 

the effects of social shunning within a social network in monetary terms. Moreover, we 141 

formulate and evaluate the conditions under which social shunning or rejection is a 142 

relevant mechanism for supporting cooperation.  143 

 144 
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The study proceeds as follows. In section 2 we present the economic model based on an 145 

integrated social-biophysical system. In section 3 we define an equilibrium concept and 146 

analyze possible equilibria. In following section we analyze policy options for 147 

overcoming the tragedy of the commons and we determine the economic value of the 148 

different elements of social pressure. In section 5 we present in more detail the 149 

employed structural elements of the social network that are utilized in a numerical 150 

analysis for the case of groundwater presented in section 6. The paper closes out with 151 

some conclusions.  152 

 153 

2. The economic model 154 

The economic model is based on three different components: the social network that 155 

defines the interaction between agents, the determination of the resource demand 156 

strategies and the agent’s choice between the different strategies. In the following we 157 

present the three components. 158 

 159 

2.1 A social network as a graph 160 

Our interest is on interaction between n  different members of a social network that can 161 

be described by a simple graph  ,N A L . It consists of a finite set 1,..., ,  2A n n   of 162 

agents and the set L of links which are unordered pairs of elements of A . The elements 163 

of set L  consist of the values of the indicatrix link function  : 0,1l A A   : 164 

 
 

 ,

1 ; ,
,

0 ; ,i j

i j L
l i j l

i j L


  


 . 165 

For any pair of agents i  and j  the expression 1ijl   indicate that the two agents are 166 

neighbors and 0ijl  otherwise. The use of the term neighbor does not indicate that the 167 

two agents are neighbors that live next to each other but rather that they are linked, i.e., 168 

they know and relate to each other. By definition, simple graphs are undirected so that 169 

1 1ij jil l   .1 If every agent is connected with all other agents N  forms a complete 170 

network.  171 

                                                           
1
 Moreover, agents are not linked with themselves (self-loops), i.e.  0iil  and there is not more than 

one link between agent i    and  j  (uniqueness of the link). For each agent i   , ( )N i  denotes her 
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2.2 Resource demand strategies 172 

Each member of the social network has access to a common property resource. 173 

However, extraction based on the maximization of each member’s private net benefits 174 

would lead in the long-run either to the depletion of the resource or very low annual 175 

private net benefits. For overcoming the tragedy of the commons, the members of the 176 

social network have reached a common understanding of the characteristics of a 177 

sustainable extraction path. Let us interpret this common understanding as a social 178 

norm. Adherence to the social norm is voluntary and every member of the social 179 

network may choose to follow the sustainable extraction path or not. Let us label the 180 

behavior of agents that follow the sustainable extraction path as compliers and the 181 

behavior of all other agents as defectors.  182 

Each member either employs the extracted resource as an input for the production of a 183 

single good or commercializes it in the market. In any case members need to adjust all 184 

other inputs to the extracted amount of the resource so that their net benefits are 185 

maximized. Let ( )w t  denote the extracted amount of the resource at calendar time t . 186 

The available amount of resource is denoted by ( )s t  with 0(0)s s . All other inputs are 187 

considered by the composite input ( )x t . Hence, each member i  determines optimal 188 

amount of the composite input given a particular value of w  and s by solving the 189 

following decision problem 190 

 max , ,
i

i ix
x w s . (1) 191 

The solution of problem (1) is denoted by  *x w,si . After the determination of the 192 

optimal use of the composite input each member i still has to decide to adhere to the 193 

social norm or not. The adherence to the social norm supports sustainable extraction 194 

while non adherence leads to a non-sustainable extraction path. Non-coordinated 195 

individual behavior would result in a sustainable extraction path if all members would 196 

take stock dependent costs into account for the determination of the privately optimal 197 

                                                                                                                                                                          
neighborhood, i.e. the set of all neighbors. Agent  i  can observe the action of agent j   if and only if 

( )j N i  . Nonetheless, in our network N    , for any agent  i    and  j  there exist a finite sequence of 

agents  1, , Ka a such that  1 , Ka i a j   and 1 ( )k ka N a   for  1, 1k K  . This means there 

are no isolated agents in N  . 
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extraction path. These costs will be fully considered if all agents have a private planning 198 

horizon of sufficient length. Consequently we define compliers as farsighted agents 199 

with a planning horizon of 1T   years whereas defectors are short-sighted with a 200 

planning horizon of 1 year.2 We assume that the underlying reason for the 201 

shortsightedness is either related to socioeconomic factors, for example the agent’s age 202 

or is closely related to risk aversion. Each agent determines the privately optimal 203 

extraction path (resource demand function) based on the solution of the following 204 

decision problems. For compliers the resource demand function is given by 205 

            *

( )
w , , ,  argmax , , ,

i

t TC r
i i itw

t T s t e x w s t w s t d



    


   (2) 206 

subject to  207 

      
1

( ) ,  
cn n

C D
i i t

i cn
s g s w w s s   



     , 208 

where r  denotes private intertemporal discount rate, D
iw  the defectors’ resource 209 

demand at time t , a dot over a variable the operator d dt , c   the share of compliers 210 

within the population of all agents and the function   g s t  the reproduction or growth 211 

function of the resource.  212 

In other words compliers consider the extraction by defectors as constant. The resource 213 

demand function (2) is the solution of an open loop strategy. The rational for open-loop 214 

strategies is that agents can commit to maintain the determined extraction profile at time 215 

t  over the planning horizon T  because they do not obtain any further information in the 216 

future, i.e. neither about the remaining level of the resource nor about the choice made 217 

by the other agents. Yet, for the case of natural resource agents can often observe the 218 

state of the stock and thus their extraction profile should depend on the observed level 219 

of the natural resource. Hence, one could model the resource demand function as the 220 

solution of a feedback strategy where compliers’ resource demand is a function of the 221 

remaining stock. Yet, given the large number of agents and the complexity of the social 222 

                                                           
2
 Alternatively we could have distinguished the behavior of compliers and defectors by the choice of 

different time preferences. Yet, the choice of different discount rates would have been more difficult 

since there is no natural orientation for its specification like generational succession or economic 

lifetime of an investment.  
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network it is difficult to envision that every agent plays a non-cooperative game against 223 

all other agents. The reasons are threefold. Firstly, the computational burden and 224 

complexity is extremely high3, secondly the agents’ rationality may be limited and 225 

thirdly compliers seek to implement a cooperative solution and not a non-cooperative 226 

one. For these three reasons we discarded the determination of the resource demand as 227 

the solution of a feedback strategy and propose a modified open-loop strategy instead. 228 

Based on the circumstance that agents can frequently observe the level of the remaining 229 

stock we propose that the agents are allowed to revise their extraction profile after x  230 

years. In other words the agents determine a new open-loop extraction profile that is 231 

based on the observed level of the resource. This profile is maintained until the next 232 

revision period when new information about the level of the remaining stock is 233 

obtained.    234 

With respect to defectors we assume that the length of their planning horizon is 1 year 235 

and thus their resource demand function is given by 236 

            
1 *

( )
w ,1,  argmax , , ,

i

tD r
i i itw

s t e x w s t w s t d



    


  (3) 237 

subject to 238 

      
1

( ) ,  
cn n

C D
i i t

i cn
s g s w w s t s  



     , 239 

where C
iw  the compliers’ resource demand at time t .We assume that compliers and 240 

defectors differ only with respect to the length of the planning horizon but not with 241 

respect to their private discount rate. Both decision problems are subject to equation (1).  242 

2.3 Strategy choice - an evolutionary game-theoretic approach 243 

Given our focus on the interaction between agents we analyze how an arbitrary initial 244 

distribution of compliers and defectors evolves over time and how this changing 245 

distribution of compliers and defectors affects the evolution of the resource. At every 246 

moment of time agents can change their strategy, i.e., from complier to defector or vice 247 

versa. Strategy choice is based on the evolutionary game-theoretic approach (Sethi and 248 

                                                           
3
 It requires that every agent solves a large system of partial differential equations. 
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Somanathan 1996, Osés-Eraso and Viladrich-Grau 2007). We assume that this decision 249 

is influenced by the following factors 250 

 251 

1. The difference of the defector’s net benefits in comparison with the complier’s 252 

net benefit (the defector’s extra benefits) and  253 

2. the interaction with other agents (network effects) 254 

 255 

With respect to point 1 we assume that the larger is the difference between the maximal 256 

net benefits of the strategy compliance given by          * , , w ,C C C
i i ix w s t s t   and 257 

the maximal net benefits of the strategy defection given by 258 

         * , , w ,D D D
j j jx w s t s t    the higher is the chance at moment t  that a complier 259 

becomes a defector and a defector does not become a complier. The difference between 260 

D C  not only is important for the agent’s strategy but also presents the magnitude of 261 

the loss defectors inflict on the members of the network that adhere to the social norm. 262 

In the absence of an institution that is technically and legally in the position to punish 263 

defectors, compliers may retaliate for the defectors’ abstraction of the common property 264 

resource via social shunning.  265 

With respect to social pressure we assume that all agents are perfectly informed about 266 

the strategy choice of their neighbors (complete monitoring) and there is no time delay 267 

between the detection of non-compliance and retaliation.4 In order to concentrate on the 268 

first-order dilemma of public goods (provision of cooperation) we suppose that the 269 

retaliation is costless for compliers. In this way we avoid the second-order dilemma of 270 

public goods since compliers do not have to agree upon the division of the costs of 271 

retaliation among them.  272 

 273 

Social pressure and social punishment 274 

If an agent defects she will be exposed to social pressure by the compliers. 5 However, 275 

making use of the social network suggests that social pressure on defector i depends on 276 

                                                           
4
 Social pressure is the application of the principle of reciprocity as the response to non-compliance of 

the social norm by defectors.   

5
 Instead of the male and female possessive pronoun we only use the female form to facilitate the 

reading. 
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the number of compliers and defectors in particular within her local neighborhood ( )N i277 

. Let us define the set of compliers within the neighborhood ( )N i  by  CN i  and thus 278 

the share of compliers ic  can be defined by    i Cc N i N i . This relation is 279 

considered an important factor for the determination of social pressure since it measures 280 

the direct influence of the neighborhood on defector i . The higher the number of 281 

compliers is in the neighborhood ( )N i  the more trust agent i  has in the action of the 282 

other agents. However not only the share of compliers ic is important for the 283 

determination of social pressure but also the relationship between the agents that form 284 

part of the set  CN i . In case none of these agents is linked with another agent of this 285 

set one can assume that social pressure on defector i  is not so high compared to the 286 

situation where every agent of the set  CN i is linked with all other agents of this set. In 287 

the first case the local cohesiveness between the agents of the set  CN i would be zero 288 

and in the latter case it would be one. Let us denote the cohesiveness among the 289 

compliers of the neighborhood ( )N i by  0,1
ic  . It measures the degree of connectivity 290 

among the compliers of the set  CN i . Finally, we assume that the set of compliers291 

 CN i  exert less social pressure on defector i   if the resource is abundant and more 292 

social pressure if the resource is scarce.  293 

After introducing the three key elements of social pressure we can write the social 294 

pressure function as       , ,
ii cs t c t t  . As explained above an increase in the stock 295 

reduces social pressure, i.e. 0s   , an increase in the share of compliers in the 296 

neighborhood of defector i augments social pressure, i.e. 0ic   , and an increase in 297 

the strength of social ties between compliers in the neighborhood of defector i raises 298 

social pressure, i.e. 0
ic    . 299 

We assume that social punishment is directly related to the difference between the 300 

defector’s and complier’s net benefits,    D C    . Since these extra benefits 301 

presents the loss defectors inflict on compliers it can be seen as redemption of the 302 

suffered privation. However, the social punishment is not independent of the social 303 

interaction among the agents, and therefore we assume that the loss defectors inflict on 304 
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the compliers is attenuated or aggravated by the strength of the social pressure305 

 , ,
ii cs c  . More precisely the product of social pressure and the defector’s extra 306 

benefits define social punishment given by.  307 

      D C      .(4) 308 

Agents’ utility and a probabilistic model of strategy choice 309 

We assume that the utility of agent i  adhering to the social norm at moment t is given 310 

by 311 

   C C
iU t   ,(5) 312 

and the utility of the same agent i  not adhering to the social norm at moment t  is given 313 

by 314 

               , ,
i

D D CD
i i cU t s t c t t          

 
. (6) 315 

Equation (5) indicates that the utility of a complier is equal to her private net benefits.6 316 

It depends on the amount of the extracted resource and the level of the stock. Equation 317 

(6) shows that the utility of a defector consists of the net benefits from resource 318 

extraction minus social punishment. Like the utility of the complier it depends on the 319 

amount of the extracted resource and the level of the stock. However it also depends on 320 

the position of the defector in the social network and the characteristics/topology of the 321 

social network within her neighborhood. 322 

At each time step every agent decides to maintain the current strategy or to change it. 323 

For this purpose every agent i  compares the utility associated with her current strategy 324 

 iU t  with the utility of the alternative strategy  iU t . Thus even though the utility of a 325 

complier is independent of her position in the network and the characteristics/topology 326 

of the social network within her neighborhood, the decision to maintain the current 327 

strategy or to change it depends on these elements. If the utility of the alternative 328 

strategy is greater than the current strategy,    i iU t U t  , it is likely that  the agent 329 

                                                           
6
  Although this formulation implies that agents are risk neutral we opted for this specification in order 

to simplify the model and to concentrate on the interaction between agents within a social network. 
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adopts the alternative strategy. If    i iU t U t  , the agent maintains her current 330 

strategy. In mathematical terms the probability of a change of the current strategy of 331 

agent i  for a given level of stock is considered proportional to the difference in the 332 

utilities. Let the probability that agent i   changes from complier to defector be denoted 333 

by  C
ip t  given by 334 

   

    
   

   

, if  0
max( )

0 , if  0

D C
i D C

iD CC
ii

D C
i

U t U t
U t U t

U t U tp t

U t U t

 
  

  
 

  

, (7) 335 

and let the probability that agent i  changes from defector to complier be denoted by 336 

( )D
ip t  given by  337 

   

    
   

   

, if  0
max( )

0 , if  0

C D
i C D

iD CD
ii

C D
i

U t U t
U t U t

U t U tp t

U t U t

 
  

  
 

  

.(8) 338 

The denominator of the equations (7) and (8) refers to the maximal difference between 339 

the utility of the different strategies for a given level of stock at time t  . Since the value 340 

of CU  is independent of the neighborhood and varies only with the level of stock, 341 

   D CU t U t  is maximal if DU  is maximal. For a given level of stock, the maximum 342 

of DU comes about if social punishment is zero. In other words there are no compliers 343 

in the neighborhood and consequently local cohesiveness is zero and D DU  .  344 

The decision to maintain the current strategy or to adopt the alternative strategy is a 0 - 345 

1 decision in probabilities. For this purpose we generated by the inverse transform 346 

method a random number that takes only values of 0 or 1 - see appendix A 347 

(Methodological and Technical Aspects of the Implementation of the Social Network). 348 

In simple words, if 0.8D
ip  , the methods generates with a probability of 80% a 1 and 349 

with 20% a 0. Thus, if the drawn random number is a 1 the defector changes her 350 

strategy and otherwise not.     351 

Decisions with respect to the choice of the strategy are taken simultaneously by all 352 

agents based on the current distribution of compliers and defectors within the social 353 
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network and are realized with probability  or C D
i ip p  .We assume that agents do not act 354 

strategically, i.e. they do not consider possible strategy choices of their neighbors as a 355 

response to their choice of strategy. Given the large size of the social network and the 356 

resulting huge set of possible constellations each player needed to consider for strategic 357 

choices, it seems more realistic to base individual strategy-choice on non-strategic 358 

behavior as also pointed out by (Gale and Kavir, 2003). 359 

  360 

3. Equilibrium concept 361 

In the previous literature (Sethi and Somanathan 1996, Osés-Eraso and Viladrich-Grau 362 

2007) identified equilibrium conditions for the dynamics of a resource and a non-363 

structured population. In the absence of a natural resource (Santos and Pacheco 2005, 364 

Santos et al. 2006, Santos et al. 2012) used Monte Carlo techniques to identify a 365 

window of parameter values for an equilibrium of the dynamics of a population 366 

embedded in an asymmetric social network. 367 

Observation 1: (equilibria conditions): 368 

Any steady state equilibrium concept must require the following three equilibria, a) 369 

equilibria with respect to the dynamics of the resource, b) the changes in the agents’ 370 

strategy choice and c) the agents’ resource demand has to be incentive compatible with 371 

the equilibria with respect the dynamics of the resource.  372 

Equilibria a) demands that ( ) 0s t  which in turn requires that  373 

      
1

c n
C D
i i

i c
g s t w t w t



    .(9)  374 

Additional to equation (9) it has to hold that either none of the agents changes her 375 

strategy, or the share of compliers of all agents, c , is constant.7 Hence, an equilibrium  376 

b) in expected values is achieved if  377 

                                                           
7
 The share of compliers can be maintained constant if none of the agent changes, i.e., 

0, 0, , ,  ,  C D
i jp p i j i j i j n       Moreover, there may exist a dynamic equilibrium if 

0, 0, , ,C D
i jp p i j i j n       and 0, 0,C D

k lp p   and , ,k l i j k l n        the share of 
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1
0

cn n
C D
i j

i cn
p p



   . (10) 378 

Finally, equilibrium c) holds if there exist an  C
iw t and  D

iw t  that satisfies the 379 

equations (2),(3) and (9). In other words the required amount of the extracted resource 380 

that satisfies the balance between reproduction and extraction (equation (9)) has to be 381 

also optimal from the economic point of view for compliers and defectors. i.e., none of 382 

the agents changes their strategy.  383 

Hence an equilibrium is defined by the equations (2),(3),(9) and (10). Given the great 384 

number of agents and the large degree of freedom to satisfy condition (9) and (10) a 385 

equilibrium, if it exists, is likely to be not unique and stable. In this case it is possible 386 

that the number of compliers and defectors is maintained for a certain period of time but 387 

the new constellation in some neighborhoods induces agents to change their strategy. 388 

Thus, the equilibrium is likely to be only temporarily.    389 

From a social point of view the all-defector equilibrium or any mix equilibrium would 390 

not be efficient because the social optima can only be achieved by the all-complier 391 

equilibrium. Therefore, the more compliers there are the more efficient is the 392 

management of the resource. Consequently, low probabilities of the all-defector 393 

equilibrium or any mix equilibrium have to be evaluated positively from a social point 394 

of view.8 395 

Observation 2: (measurement of distance to a network -equilibrium) 396 

Let denote ˆi  the share of the complier- i ’s (defector- i ’s) extra benefits D C  that 397 

have to be transformed into additional or reduced social pressure for an equilibrium to 398 

                                                                                                                                                                          
compliers of all agents is constant. It implies that the strategy-changes from compliers to defectors or 

vice versa cancel each other out for i j   agents, and k l   agents maintain their current strategy. 

None of these two equilibria are necessarily steady state equilibria.   . 

8
 One has to recall that the interpretation of an equilibrium employed in evolutionary game theory is 

different from the one employed in non-cooperative game theory. In the latter one the equilibrium 

provides guidance for the agent with respect to the choice of the strategy. In evolutionary game theory, 

however, an equilibrium simply describes a temporarily or permanent steady state without offering 

directions for the choice of the strategy. 
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hold. The sum of the absolute values of all ˆi  defines the distance of the actual state of 399 

the network from an equilibrium state. 400 

 401 

For the definition of the measure ˆi  let us assume initially that an equilibrium exists. 402 

Therefore the three conditions with respect to the resource, strategy changes and 403 

economic incentive mentioned above are satisfied and the value of social pressure is 404 

equal to  , , ,
ii i cs c i   , where the bar over a variable denotes its equilibrium-value. 405 

Let us assume no agent has incentive to chance her strategy-choice, i.e., 406 

   , 0,C D
i ip t p t i  . Thus it holds by the equations (7) and (8)  that  407 

   1C D C D D C
i i i iU U              .(11) 408 

Thus, provided that no agent has incentives to change her current strategy, equation (11) 409 

implies that 1í  . However, if some agents have incentives to change their current 410 

strategy a network equilibrium can only be established if the condition (10) holds. In 411 

this case there may exist a dynamic and most likely transitory equilibrium were the 412 

probability of the number of compliers and defectors that changes their strategy cancels 413 

out. Thus, for agents that changes their strategies it holds that 0C
ip  , 0D

ip  , which 414 

implies that the corresponding social pressure ˆi  is given by  415 
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(12) 416 

Equations (11) and (12) indicate the values social pressure may take on for a dynamic 417 

network-equilibrium to hold (equation (10)).  418 

The interpretation of the value of ˆi  is straightforward. It indicates the lack or excess of 419 

social pressure that provides incentives for the agents to change their strategies. Thus, 420 

the term ˆ0 1 1i    denotes the additional share of the defector- i ’s extra benefits 421 
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D C  that have to be imposed on complier i  in form of social pressure for an 422 

equilibrium to hold. Faced with this additional social pressure complier i  loses any 423 

incentive to become a defector and thus, has no interest in changing her strategy. 424 

Likewise, the term ˆ1 1 2i    denotes the share of the defector- i ’s extra benefits 425 

D C  that have to be passed on to defector i  in form of reduced social pressure for an 426 

equilibrium to hold. This reduction in social pressure eliminates defector i  incentives to 427 

change her strategy. Thus, a ˆi -value of 1 (0.6, 1.7) indicates that 0% (40%, 70%) of 428 

the defector’s extra benefits have to be transformed in additional or reduced social 429 

pressure in order to establish an equilibrium. 430 

4. Economics of social pressure 431 

Assume now that an equilibrium is not achieved by the bioeconomic system on its own. 432 

For instance, if the number of compliers is low, little social pressure is exercised. 433 

Hence, there is a high probability that the number of defectors rises and the biophysical 434 

system is likely to drift on an unsustainable path which may lead to inefficient 435 

equilibrium or the depletion of the resource. 436 

4.1 Policy options 437 

In this situation the community may decide to introduce a one-time payment i on the 438 

defectors’ inflicted loss on compliers, so that the number of compliers rises which in 439 

turn induces more defectors to change their strategy and adhere to the social norm. 440 

Given the higher number of compliers the resource is managed in a more sustainable 441 

way.  442 

Observation 3: (one-time payments as a remedy for the tragedy of the commons) 443 

One-time payments are able to increase the number of compliers immediately. Provided 444 

that the resulting number of compliers is sufficiently high the increased social pressure 445 

allows maintaining the new number of compliers which in turn favor the sustainable 446 

management of the resource.    447 

 448 

For the plausibility of this argumentation one has to recall that the shortsighted behavior 449 

of defectors obstructs the emergence of cooperative behavior. The shortsightedness of 450 

defectors is the origin of the tragedy of the commons. However, at the same time it 451 

offers an approach for its solution. It allows increasing the number of compliers at 452 
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relatively low costs. Since defectors abandon their strategy as soon as their utility is less 453 

or equal to the one of compliers only a one-time payment is necessary. Further 454 

payments are not necessary if a sufficient number of defectors have changed side so that 455 

the risen social punishment has eliminated the incentives to change back to the strategy 456 

of defection. If defectors had a longer planning horizon the payment would have to be 457 

larger in order to compensate not only the forgone extra benefits of the current period 458 

but also of the future periods. A defector is willing to become a complier if her new 459 

utility is higher than before, i.e.  460 

  , , ,
i

D D C C
i i c is c           (13) 461 

where i  denotes the one-time payment. The determination of the one-time payment to 462 

defectors depends on the number of compliers necessary to eliminate the economic 463 

incentives to change back. Based on equation (13) the community needs to identify the 464 

missing number of compliers and the least-cost neighborhoods to reach the targeted 465 

share of compliers at the least cost. In practice the community might find it difficult to 466 

identify these neighborhoods. However, the experience gathered for the design of 467 

reversed auction for payment schemes for environmental services could be used to 468 

target these one-time payments (Alston et al. 2013, Schomers and Matzdorf 2013). 469 

More details about the determination of the size of the one-time payment can be found 470 

in section 6.2.  471 

 472 

4.2 The economic value of the structural elements of social punishment 473 

As discussed in section 3 individual social pressure i   is often not equal to the social 474 

pressure i  that supports a network equilibrium. The missing/excessive social 475 

punishment could be substituted by tax or a subsidy so that the sum of each defector’s 476 

social punishment and the amount of the individual tax/subsidy is equal to equilibrium 477 

social punishment   D C
i    .9 Mathematically, the tax/subsidy is given by  478 

                                                           
9
 A subsidy would be required if the social pressure is too high so that even a defector that is not 

required to change would like to do so. Only a subsidy is able to compensate the high social pressure 

and make the defector maintain her current strategy. 
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     , ,
i

D C D C
i i c i is c            . (14) 479 

Although it is difficult to imagine that the community imposes this type of individual 480 

tax/subsidy, equation (14) is very informative in other ways.  481 

It allows determining the economic values of a change in the share of compliers in the 482 

neighborhood of agent i , ic , the strength of local cohesiveness among the compliers in 483 

the neighborhood of agent i , 
ic , and the stock. Based on a comparative static analysis 484 

we obtain that    485 

Observation 4: (marginal economic value of social punishment) 486 

An increase in the share of complier or local cohesiveness increases the economic 487 

value of social punishment, while an increase in the stock leads to a decrease of 488 

economic value of social punishment.   489 

The analysis shows that  490 

     
0,  0.

i i

D C D C
i ii i

i i c cc c
      

 

      
     

   
(15) 491 

Equation (15) indicates that an increase in the number of compliers in the neighborhood 492 

of agent i  reduces the required tax/subsidy in order to maintain the steady state-493 

equilibrium pressure. It also specifies that an increase in local cohesiveness among the 494 

compliers within the neighborhood of agent i  leads to a decrease in the tax/subsidy. 495 

Since the tax/subsidy is complementary to the individual social punishment a decrease 496 

in the tax/subsidy amount to an increase in the economic value of social punishment. 497 

  D C
i    .  The comparative static shows further that  498 

  
 

 
0

D C D C
i D Ci i

is s s s
     

  
     

      
   

.(16) 499 

The sign of equation (16) can be determined unambiguously because the signs of 500 

i s   and   0D C s      are both negative.10 Based on the complementarity of 501 

                                                           
10

 The negative sign of   D C s    is based on the observation that the lower the stock the 

higher the extraction costs for both strategies. Thus, the difference between the extraction profiles and 
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the tax/subsidy and social punishment it follows that social punishment decreases with 502 

an increase in the stock. Equations (15) and  (16) present the marginal monetary values 503 

of social punishment with respect to an increase in the two intangible goods: the share 504 

of compliers and local cohesiveness and in the tangible good: the stock.  505 

5. Structure of the social network 506 

The network itself is not randomly generated but has to meet certain properties.  The 507 

considered criteria or characteristic are i) scale free, ii) correlation by biological and 508 

socioeconomic attributes and iii) small world. The following three paragraphs present 509 

the building elements of each of these three characteristics in a non-technical manner. 510 

For a more technical description of these characteristics, in particular for the definition 511 

of their metrics we refer the reader to (Jackson 2010, Newman 2010). 512 

i) Scale free    513 

An agent j  linked to agent i  is called i ’s neighbor. The degree  N i ijj
k i k l   of 514 

an agent i  is the number of links at i , i.e., the  number of neighbors of i . Denote by 515 

  kP K k p   the degree distribution  of N , that is the probability than an agent i  in 516 

N  chosen uniformly at random  has exactly k  neighbors. If the links of all agents were 517 

formed with the same probability p  we would obtain a random network whose degree 518 

distribution is approximately given by a Poisson distribution. However, empirical 519 

studies (Jeong et al. 2000, Liljeros et al. 2001) have shown that the degree distribution 520 

of large social networks does not follow a Poisson distribution and therefore  recent 521 

research (Clauset et al. 2009)  (Barabási and Albert 1999) has focused on scale-free 522 

topology. These networks are characterized by a degree distribution that follows the 523 

power-law kp k   with 2 3  (Nguyen and Tran 2012). Scale free network have 524 

more weight in the tails than random network and thus offer a better match with 525 

observed social networks (Jackson 2010). Moreover, scale free networks in comparison 526 

with random network allow considering some organizing principles (Rèka and Barabasi 527 

2002) where there are few central agents with a high degree, and many other agents 528 

with small degree. In a social system central agents are likely to have more influence, 529 

                                                                                                                                                                          
corresponding net benefits decreases. This hypothesis is also confirmed by our empirical analysis – see 

Table A1, Figures C2a) –C2d) of the appendix. 
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more prestige and/or better access to information with respect to quantity and quality. 530 

However, other organizing principles are also possible where the centrality is not based 531 

on the degree but on the importance of the link for the social network. Depending on the 532 

analyzed question the adequate concept of centrality has to be employed. (Ballester et 533 

al. 2006, Bramoullé et al. 2014).   534 

ii) Relation between agents 535 

Every agent i  has individual attributes or characteristics so that many agents differ from 536 

each other and form a heterogeneous population. These attributes consist of biological 537 

and socioeconomic factors like gender, age, race, nationality, education, profession, 538 

social status, wealth, income, size of the neighborhood (degree) etc. The S  attributes of 539 

each individual, denoted by i , can be expressed as a numerical value that falls within 540 

the interval 0, . Empirical studies have shown that attributes are an important factor 541 

for the formation of links between individuals (Jackson 2004). For instance, a known 542 

tendency of agents is connect to other agents with similar attributes. This tendency 543 

colloquially expressed as “birds of feather flock to gather” is considered for the setup of 544 

the network (McPherson et al. 2001). More precisely, the closer are the attributes 545 

,i j  of the individuals i  and j  the larger is the probability of these two agents to be 546 

connected.  Thus, similarity attachment is implemented by assuming that the probability 547 

of connecting individual i  and j   is proportional to the similarity of their attributes. 548 

Similarity attachment is often referred to as homophily. 549 

Alternatively to similarity attachment individuals might be attracted by certain elements 550 

of the attributes of an agent, for example language, wealth or social status. In the case 551 

where very few elements or even a single element of the attributes are decisive for the 552 

formation of connection between agents the network is constructed on the base of 553 

preferential attachments. It is based on the attractiveness of an agent measured by the 554 

strength of expression of the dominant attributes. In this case the probability that agent 555 

i  is connected with agent j  is proportional to the “attractiveness” of agent j , i.e., the 556 

magnitude of the dominant attributes in comparison with other agents (Barabási and 557 

Albert 1999, Kadushin 2012).11   558 

                                                           
11

 In the case where the vector of attributes is formed exclusively by the degree k   the correlation 

between the agents’ degree is defined as assortativity with values between 0 and 1. 
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Since the measurement of preferential or similarity attachments is based on correlation 559 

its value is between -1 and 1, where a value of -1 expresses strong preferential 560 

attachment, and a value of 1 strong similarity attachment.   561 

The above mentioned concept of centrality (Jackson 2010, Bramoullé et al. 2014) or the 562 

concept of modularity12 (Newman and Girvan 2004) are other topological properties of 563 

social networks that are also helpful for describing characteristics that  influence the 564 

relationship between agents. However, centrality focuses on the macro-level and 565 

modularity at the meso-level of a social network while our approach is at the micro 566 

level, i.e. agents take decisions based upon the structure and state of their neighborhood. 567 

For this reason centrality and modularity are not considered for our analysis. 568 

iii) Small world 569 

The small-world effect has been observed and studied in a large number of different real 570 

networks (Currarini et al. 2015). It can be characterized by two salient properties. 571 

Firstly, in most social network agent i  is directly connected with agent j , i.e., the path 572 

between them is short and normally does not require the intermediation of other agents. 573 

Secondly, social network are highly clustered, i.e., agents form close-knit communities 574 

that are only loosely connected with other communities.  This property measures to 575 

which extent the neighborhood of agent i ,  N i  forms a complete network and is 576 

known as clustering or local cohesiveness.  Local clustering is denoted by the term i  577 

with 0 1i  . For instance the extent to which agent’s i  friends are friends with one 578 

another is one interpretation of cohesiveness. Thus, if 1i   all neighbors of agent i  are 579 

connected with each other.  Likewise we can define the degree of local cohesiveness of 580 

all compliers in the neighborhood of agent i  by 
ic  with 0 1

ic  . It measures to 581 

which extent compliers that form part of  CN i are connected among each other. To 582 

simplify the wording we sometimes refer to it as the “club of compliers”.  Alternatively 583 

to the measurement of cohesiveness at the level of a node or agent it can also be 584 

                                                           
12

 Modularity measures the degree of cohesiveness and the strength of division of a network into 

modules (subgroups). 
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measured at the level of the network. At this scale we define transitivity or average local 585 

cohesiveness  as the average value of local cohesiveness, i.e., 
1 n

i
in

   .  586 

 587 

Agents that belong to one community but also connect two another one may act as a 588 

bridge between the two communities. If the different communities are only loosely 589 

connected the flow of information might be slow or the capacity to reach consensus 590 

might be limited. For this purpose (Newman and Girvan 2004) defined modularity as a 591 

measure for detecting community structure in networks. A network with high 592 

modularity consists of several internally close-knit communities that are loosely 593 

connected to each other.  594 

Our analysis of cooperative behavior is built upon a social network that takes into 595 

account the topological properties presented above. The social network was set up in the 596 

programming language Python and evaluated with the network analysis package igraph 597 

of R. Within this programming environment we incorporated the agents’ strategy-598 

choice-rules based on the evolutionary-game theoretic approach. Likewise, we 599 

incorporated resource demand functions in this programming environment so that the 600 

agents can evaluate the utility of two available strategies. More details about the 601 

generation of the network, the programming tools and techniques and the numerical 602 

solution procedure can be found in the appendix A (Methodological and Technical 603 

Aspects of the Implementation of the Social Network).  604 

 605 

6. A numerical analysis based on the case groundwater extraction 606 

The social-biophysical system defined by the equations (1) - (6) form the basis for the 607 

agents’ strategy choice within the social network  ,N A L  that is formed by 7500 608 

agents. All considered networks are scale-free and have an average degree of 15. The 609 

structure of the social network and its current state enters the system via the social 610 

pressure function   that depends on the depth of the water table, the share of compliers 611 

and the cohesiveness of the neighborhood of agent i . Given the complexity of this 612 

system it is not possible to provide an analytical solution and therefore we offer a 613 

numerical analysis. For the numerical study we focus on the case of groundwater 614 
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extraction for irrigation of agricultural land, more precisely on the aquifer Western La 615 

Mancha (Spain). The two resource demand functions were determined by a 616 

mathematical programming model that was programmed in GAMS (General Algebraic 617 

Modeling System). More details of this part of this model are provided in appendix B 618 

(Numerical Analysis and Specification of the Employed Functions).  619 

 620 

We start our analysis with the limiting cases where i) all agents are compliers or ii) all 621 

agents are defectors. Moreover, we assume that none of the agents changes her 622 

strategies over time. In this case there is no interaction between agents, i.e. there are no 623 

network effects. For the analysis of the evolution of the water table of the aquifer the 624 

social-biophysical system is based on the equations (1) - (6) with 0.   For an initial 625 

depth of the water table of 0 m and the hypothetical lifetime of the well of 135 years, 626 

the drop of the water tables is presented in Figure 1.   627 

 628 

 629 

It shows that the water table declines constantly, if all agents were compliers, case i), 630 

the aquifer would be depleted in 135 years. Conversely, if all agents were defectors, 631 

case ii), the extraction rate would be higher and the aquifer would be depleted in 106 632 

years. Finally, if the population of agents consists at least for some period of time of 633 

compliers and defectors (mixed case) the aquifer would be depleted some times between 634 

106 and 135 years. Furthermore, our calculations indicate that an identical qualitative 635 

pattern of extraction (not presented in Figure 1) is obtained if the initial depth of the 636 

well were lower and the economic lifetime were 25 years.  For both cases it is always 637 
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optimal to decrease the water table constantly until whatever comes first, either the 638 

depth of the well is reached or the economic lifetime of the well.    639 

 640 

The estimated marginal benefits and the calculated extraction cost of water (appendix 641 

B) explain why both types of agents extract up to the depth of the well. Once the depth 642 

of the water well has been reached the current social norm cannot be maintained since 643 

the natural recharge is not sufficient to satisfy the demand of the agents even if all 644 

agents were compliers.13 Thus, the members of the social network need to agree upon a 645 

regime shift and stipulate a new social norm that allows meeting supply and demand 646 

once the aquifer is depleted. Alternatively, the members could have defined a more 647 

stringent social norm right from the beginning that would have guaranteed a sustainable 648 

level of extraction at an earlier point in time, i.e., at a level of water table above the 649 

depth of the well.  For our analysis, however, these considerations are not of real 650 

importance since we study social punishment and the factors that influence the agent’s 651 

decision to comply or not with the norm. The factors we consider are related with the 652 

structure and state of the social network, and with the agent’s strategy but not with the 653 

formulation of the underlying social norm. In this respect the result of our study are also 654 

valid if the defined social norm were redefined.    655 

6.1 Cooperation vs. Non-cooperation 656 

Given the specification of the social-biophysical system (equations (1) - (6)), Figures 657 

2a) - 2d) show the evolution of the share of compliers c  and defectors over time for 658 

different initial values of the share of compliers ĉ , the initial depth of the water table 659 

(0)s  and different degree of average local cohesiveness of the entire social network   660 

(macro perspective).  661 

Figures 2a) – 2d): Evolution of the share of compliers in the neighborhood of agent i   662 

for different degrees of average local cohesiveness with    0.05, 0.15, 0.25 and 0.35. 663 

Figure 2a): ˆ 0.5, (0) 15c s  ; Figure 2b): ˆ 0.5, (0) 40c s  ; Figure 2c) :664 

ˆ 0.65, (0) 15c s  ; Figure 2d): ˆ 0.65, (0) 40c s  .  665 

                                                           
13

 The water table is constantly decreasing over the entire planning horizon even if all agents were 

compliers. This implies that the natural recharge is always less than the agents’ demand. In other words 

equation (9) in general terms or equation (18) of the appendix B for the case of an aquifer cannot be 

met. 
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668 

 669 

For an initial value of the share of compliers of c  = 0.5 Figure 2a) show that even 670 

higher values of average local cohesiveness cannot detain the decrease in the share of 671 

compliers in the network if the initial depth of water is 15 m. The relatively small 672 

scarcity of groundwater leads to ineffective social punishment of defectors so that all 673 

compliers abandon their current strategy and become defectors within 5 years. If the 674 

initial water table is 40 m only higher values of average local cohesiveness allow 675 

maintaining  0.25  or increasing  0.35   the values of compliers of the network 676 

over time (Figure 2b)). In other words provided that groundwater is sufficiently scarce, 677 
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average local cohesiveness allows building up sufficient social pressure so that 678 

compliers maintain their current strategy. If the initial value of the share of compliers is 679 

0.65, Figure 2c) unveil that most compliers are likely to abandon their current strategy 680 

as in Figure 2a), however to a lower degree. Only if the average local cohesiveness is 681 

0.35 some compliers are likely to change form compliance to non-compliance. A 682 

reversed result is obtained for Figure 2d) where the scarcity of groundwater and values 683 

of local cohesiveness above 0.05 lead to sufficiently high social pressure so that the 684 

number of compliers increases over time. Only very weak average local cohesiveness 685 

  0.05 is not sufficient for building up the necessary social pressure to maintain and 686 

expand the initial number of compliers. Figure 2d) also reveals that even though the 687 

share of compliers increases it does not reach one. There are always a certain but small 688 

number of defectors that are not at all or hardly exposed to social pressure. In the case 689 

where the defectors neighborhood consists mainly or exclusively of other defectors the 690 

social pressure is very small or even does not exist at all. In other words defectors can 691 

survive if they live in a fairly isolated community where compliers are absent. Figures 692 

C1a) - C1d) of the appendix C (Evolution of Social Pressure) illustrate this phenomena. 693 

This observation is analogous to a finding in the non-cooperative game literature where 694 

(Bramoullé 2007) observed that agents have incentive to anti-coordinate if they are 695 

embedded in a bipartite network. Although these findings are the obtained in very 696 

distinct frameworks the underlying force in both cases is heterogeneity of the social 697 

network that leads to segregation.  These results can be summarized in the following 698 

observation. 699 

Observation 5: (critical mass of compliers and limited substitutability between the 700 

share of compliers and local cohesiveness at the macro level)   701 

Figures 2a) -2d) show that the resource can only be managed in a sustainable way if 702 

the initial number of compliers in the network exceeds the “critical mass”. The value of 703 

the “critical mass” depends on the strength of average local cohesiveness of the 704 

network and the depth of the water table. The share of compliers can be offset within 705 

limits by these two factors. Most likely an all-complier equilibrium does not emerge 706 

since isolated groups of defectors may evolve that are hardly exposed to social 707 

pressure.  708 
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A fundamental element for establishing cooperation is the excise of social pressure on 709 

defectors. Figure 3a) – 3d) shows the evolution of social punishment   ( ) D C     710 

for different initial values of the share of compliers ĉ , the initial depth of the water 711 

table (0)s  and different degree of average local cohesiveness of the social network c . 712 

Likewise, they show the evolution of the defector’s extra benefits  D C   for a 713 

average local cohesiveness of 0.35 and 0.05.14 714 

Figures 3a) – 3d): Evolution of social punishment for different degrees of local 715 

cohesiveness with    0.05, 0.15, 0.25 and 0.35. Figure 3a): ˆ 0.5,  (0) 15c s  ; Figure 716 

3b): ˆ 0.5,  (0) 40c s  ; Figure 3c) : ˆ 0.65,  (0) 15c s  ; Figure 3d): ˆ 0.65,  (0) 40c s  . 717 

 718 

 719 
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 Average local cohesiveness does not affect 
D C   directly but indirectly by its effect on the 

evolution of the depth of the water table which in turn affects the net benefits. 
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 720 

 721 
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 722 

 723 

Figures 3a) - 3d) demonstrate a qualitative similar pattern as Figures 2a) -2d) For an 724 

initial value of the share of compliers of ĉ  = 0.5 Figure 3a) shows that social 725 

punishment breaks down after 3 -4 years independent of the level of average local 726 

cohesiveness of the network if the initial depth of the water table is 15 m. Moreover, the 727 

defector’s extra benefits for both levels of cohesiveness are always superior to social 728 

punishment so that defectors have never incentives to abandon their current strategy.  If 729 

the initial water table is 40 m instead of 15m, only higher values of average local 730 

cohesiveness allow deterring initially sharp decreases in social punishment and translate 731 

it into an overall moderate decrease (Figure 3b)). Moreover, only in the case of    732 

0.35 defectors have incentives to change their strategy after approximately 15 years. In 733 

other words if groundwater is sufficiently scarce, sufficient social punishment can be 734 

maintained if it builds upon strong average local cohesiveness. For an initial value of 735 

0.65ic   and a depth of the water table of 15 m, Figure 3c) shows that social 736 

punishment decreases sharply with time for low and medium values of average local 737 

cohesiveness and to a lower extent for the highest value of average local cohesiveness. 738 

Further only with average local cohesiveness   0.35 defectors are willing to change 739 

their strategy during the initial years. Thereafter they prefer the strategy of non-740 

compliance. If the water table has dropped down to 40 m (Figure 3d)) medium and high 741 

values of average local cohesiveness allow maintaining social punishment while low 742 
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cohesiveness leads to a rapid decrease in social punishment. Moreover, defectors are 743 

likely to adopt the strategy of compliance if average local cohesiveness is larger than 744 

0.05.  These results give rise to the following observation 745 

Observation 6: (social punishment and compliance at the macro level) 746 

Figures 3a) -3d) show that only if the initial number of compliers in the network is 747 

sufficiently high, the remaining stock is low and average local cohesiveness of the 748 

network is relatively high, social punishment is sufficiently strong so that defectors 749 

change their strategy from non-compliance to compliance.  750 

Moreover Figure 3a) - 3d) provide information about the concrete monetary value of 751 

social pressure at the scale of the network as mentioned in Observation 4. Figure 3a) 752 

for instance shows that an increase in local cohesiveness has virtually no monetary 753 

value since the four lines are nearly identical after 3 years. Comparing the level of social 754 

punishment between Figure 3a) with Figure 3b) for the same degree of average local 755 

cohesiveness offers information about the monetary value of a decrease in the water 756 

table from 15 to 40 m.  It shows for example that in year 10 the decrease in the water 757 

table excise social punishment equivalent to 24.54 € given an average local 758 

cohesiveness of 0.05. Similarly an increase in average local cohesiveness by 0.1 in year 759 

10 intensifies social punishment by 87.05 €. Thus, the comparison between Figures 3a) 760 

and 3b) and between 3c) and 3d) allows determining the monetary value of social 761 

punishment attributable to a change in the water table. Likewise, the distance between 762 

the different trajectories of the social punishment in each of the four figures allows 763 

defining the monetary value of social punishment attributable to a change in the degree 764 

of average local cohesiveness.   765 

6.2 The share of compliers as a catalyst for a sustainable management  766 

Figures 2a) – 3d) have underlined the importance of the depth of the water table, local 767 

cohesiveness and the share of compliers for a sustainable and socially efficient 768 

management of the resource. For the choice of the values of local cohesiveness, 769 

however, one has to take to into account that the share of complier conditions the 770 

maximal magnitude of local cohesiveness of compliers (club of compliers). By 771 

definition the less compliers there are in the neighborhood the lower is the maximum 772 

value of local cohesiveness of compliers max
ic  since the set of compliers in the 773 

neighborhood is a subset of the set of neighbors – see appendix A (Methodological and 774 
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Technical Aspects of the Implementation of the Social Network) for more details. For 775 

this reason exists a functional relationship between the share of compliers in the 776 

neighborhood and the maximum local cohesiveness of compliers that can be achieved. 777 

The maximal value of local cohesiveness of compliers is always lower than the 778 

corresponding share of compliers. For instance, for a share of compliers of 0.75 (0.5), 779 

the maximal local cohesiveness of compliers is 0.562 (0.25). 780 

Figures 2a) – 3d) showed in particular that initial values of  the share of compliers 781 

below 0.5 foreclose a future increase in the number of complier for most values of the 782 

other driving factors whereas initial values of  the share of compliers above 0.65 783 

facilitate a future increase in the number of compliers. This observation reflects the fact 784 

an increasing number of agents adhere to the social norm the more agents have done so 785 

before. It echoes the idea that network effects (local cohesiveness, share of compliers) 786 

and stock effect (depth of the water table) shape the individual’s incentives of the 787 

member of the network. In other words compliers choose to become a complier 788 

conditional on other agent’s choice to adhere to the social norm.   789 

For the considered values of the average local cohesiveness and the depth of the water 790 

table the band width of the initial share of compliers between 0.5 and 0.65 defines the 791 

critical mass for a negative or positive evolution of the number of compliers 792 

respectively. These critical mass values can be also read off in more general form of the 793 

social pressure function as defined in equation (20) of the appendix B (Numerical 794 

Analysis and Specification of the Employed Functions). For the sake of brevity of the 795 

article we employ in the main text only a graphical presentation of the social pressure 796 

function and leave the mathematical details for the appendix B. 797 

 798 

Figure 4: Social pressure as a function the share of compliers ic  given a depth of the 799 

water table of 15 m (discontinuous line) and 40 m (continuous line) given the minimal800 

 min 0
ic   and maximal local cohesiveness,  max

ic  (club of compliers).  801 

 802 
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 803 

If social pressure is equal to one i  , we have seen that agents have no incentive to 804 

change their strategy. If the social pressure is below one the defector’s utility is positive 805 

and consequently compliers are likely to change their strategy to non-compliance. If the 806 

social pressure is above one defectors are likely to change their strategy to compliance. 807 

The more social pressure differs from one the more the agent is likely to switch from 808 

her current to the alternative strategy. Thus, a social pressure of 1 allows determining 809 

the critical mass crit
ic of the share of compliers. The minimal required share of compliers 810 

that leads to a positive evolution is given by the intersection of the social pressure 811 

function with the highest value of the stock ( 40s  in Figure 4) and the maximum value 812 

of local cohesiveness  max
ic  with the straight line that presents the social pressure of 1. 813 

The minimal required share of compliers is denoted in Figure 4 by point  ic  . Likewise, 814 

the maximal required share of compliers that guarantees its positive evolution is given 815 

by the intersection of the social pressure function with the lowest value of the stock (816 

15s  in Figure 4) and the lowest value of local cohesiveness  0
ic    with the straight 817 

line that presents the social pressure of 1. The maximal required share of compliers is 818 

indicated by point by  ic   in Figure 4. Hence, we can conclude that the evolution of the 819 

share of compliers is always negative if the initial number of compliers is smaller or 820 
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equal to  ic and it will always be positive if the initial number of compliers is larger than821 

 ic . The two values  ic  and  ic are limiting values of the critical mass, i.e.,   ,crit
i i ic c c . 822 

Thus, if we consider initially the least favorable conditions for social pressure (good 823 

state of the resource and no local cohesiveness) the critical mass for a positive evolution 824 

of the number of compliers is equal to  ic . However, as the resource deteriorates and/or 825 

local cohesiveness increases the critical mass crit
ic decreases and moves to the left in 826 

Figure 4.  It will be equal to  ic once the most favorable conditions for social pressure 827 

are reached.  If the initial depth of the water table were known and immutable  828 

 40 or 15s s   the interval   ,i ic c would be given by the vertical distance between 829 

the two continuous or two discontinuous lines evaluated at 1  . It reflects the 830 

influence of the strength of local cohesiveness on the evolution of the critical mass of 831 

compliers. Likewise, the vertical distance between the continuous and discontinuous 832 

line given the local cohesiveness max0 or 
i ic c  indicates the influence of the depth of 833 

the water table on the interval   ,i ic c .  834 

The results so far have been framed in terms of the neighborhood of agent i . As far as 835 

the neighborhood of agent i  is presentative for the network the results can be 836 

generalized. For the case where this condition does not hold the result cannot be carried 837 

over directly. In this case the specific values of the points  ic  and  ic  are likely to be 838 

different but the elements and principal conclusions of the analysis are not affected. 839 

In particular Figure 4 shows that a critical mass of compliers is necessary for a 840 

sustainable and efficient management of the resource, however it is not sufficient. The 841 

population dynamics itself is important but need to be accompanied by the dynamics of 842 

the network and the dynamics of the resource. Figure 4 highlights these dependencies. 843 

In the absence of local cohesiveness and scarcity of the resource even an extremely high 844 

share of compliers is not sufficient to prevent the degradation of the resource and the 845 

proliferation of defectors over time.  These results are summarized in the following 846 

observation. 847 

Observation 7: (critical mass of compliers and resource and network effects) 848 

Figure 4 shows that a sufficiently high share of compliers is necessary but not sufficient 849 

for the sustainable management of the resource 850 
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 851 

6.3 Social punishment and the social network characteristics at the micro level 852 

Our previous analysis focused on the overall structure of the network (macro 853 

perspective). For the remaining part of the analysis we concentrate on the structure of 854 

agent’s i neighborhood (micro perspective).  855 

As far as the question of an network-equilibrium is concerned we calculate the 856 

individual tax or subsidy i  that would bring all agents to be indifferent between the 857 

choices of the two strategies, i.e., 0,ip i   with 1i  .15 As mentioned above the tax 858 

itself is not of great interest but its definition allows determining the monetary value of 859 

the structural elements of social punishment for a particular state of the network. Since 860 

the tax corresponds to the missing/excessive social punishment that supports the 861 

network-equilibrium we can calculate monetary value of the structural elements of 862 

social punishment as the complement of the tax at the level of agent i . Based on the 863 

equations (7), (8) and (14) we determine the tax or subsidy that eliminates the agent’s 864 

incentive to change its current strategy. The tax or subsidy is determined by the solution 865 

of the following equation 866 

      , , 1
i

D C D D C C D C
i i i i c i iU U s c                    (17) 867 

with respect to the three unknown , ,
ii cs c  . The plane of the three-dimensional Figure 868 

5a) shows the level curves of social punishment for different values of the share on 869 

compliers and local cohesiveness of compliers at time 0 given a water table depth of 15 870 

m. The defectors’ extra benefits, D C  , amount to 316.36 € and are presented by a 871 

bold line. These extra benefits are given by a straight line since for a given moment in 872 

time they depend only on s  but not on ic and 
ic . If social punishment is below the bold 873 

line the complier’s incentives, given by the defector’s extra benefit D C  , to change 874 

her current strategy are not sufficiently offset by social punishment ( 1i   ) so that the 875 

imposition of a tax   1 D C
i     is needed to offset the agent’s incentive to 876 

                                                           
15

 Alternatively, we could calculate the tax or subsidy i  that establishes an equilibrium defined by 

equation (10) where it holds that 1i  . However, to facilitate the graphical presentation and 

interpretation of the equilibrium analysis we focus on the case were 1i   
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abandon the complier’s strategy. However, if the agent is a defector and the extra 877 

benefits are higher than the social punishment the agent maintains her current strategy.  878 

A social punishment that is above the bold line is so strong that defectors want to 879 

abandon their current strategy in order to avoid the excessive social punishment 880 

 1i  . Thus, a subsidy given by   1 D C
i      is needed for establishing a 881 

network equilibrium. The payment of the subsidy avoids that a defector wants to change 882 

her strategy. The difference between the three-dimensional plane of the monetary value 883 

of social punishment and the defectors extra benefits D C  presents the tax/subsidy. 884 

If this difference is positive it is a tax and if it is negative it is a subsidy. The sum of 885 

social punishment and the tax/subsidy eliminates the defector’s extra benefits as 886 

expressed in equation (17). For the considered case of 1i   the extra benefits are 887 

eliminated completely.16 888 

As mentioned above the number of compliers in the neighborhood of agent i  is another 889 

important factor for the determination of social punishment. In addition to the Figures 890 

3a) – 3d) that allow determining the monetary value of average local cohesiveness of 891 

compliers and of the depth of the water table at the macro level, Figures 5a) - 5b) 892 

provide information about the economic value of the share of compliers in the 893 

neighborhood of agent i  (micro level). As explained above for their interpretation one 894 

has to keep in mind that the value of the share of compliers introduces an upper limit of 895 

local cohesiveness of compliers. The higher is the share of compliers the higher is the 896 

maximum value of local cohesiveness.  897 

To keep the presentation of the results in the Figures 5a) – 5b) well-ordered we only 898 

mark the level-curve which value is equal to 0. The distance between the level curves 899 

indicates a decrease or increase in social punishment by 80 €. The level curves to the 900 

left (right) of the zero-level indicate a decrease (increase) in social punishment by 80 €. 901 

The form of the level curves indicates that the substitution elasticity between the share 902 

of compliers and local cohesiveness of compliers is relatively close to 0. Only within a 903 

small range of the values of the share of compliers and of local cohesiveness of 904 

                                                           
16

 In the case where 1i  , the solution of equation (17) could be present in the same way as in the 

Figures 5a) – 5d). Only the missing or excessive social punishment would now be given by the difference 

between  D C

i   and the three dimensional plane of the tax/subsidy. 
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compliers both arguments of the social punishment can substitute each other. The level 905 

curves are not even spaced indicating that the greater the distance between the level 906 

curves the lower the effect of an increase in the share of compliers or local cohesiveness 907 

of compliers on the social punishment.  908 

The marginal monetary value of local cohesiveness of compliers can be read off by the 909 

slope of the three-dimensional plane of social punishment. It corresponds to the partial 910 

derivatives of social punishment with respect to the share of compliers or local 911 

cohesiveness, as defined in the theoretical part of the study in equation (15). Figure 5a) 912 

shows that social punishment of agent i  is equal to zero, and consequently the tax is 913 

equal to 316.36 € as long as the share of compliers is approximately less than 0.3. Once 914 

the share of compliers in the neighborhood of agent i  has exceeded this critical value, 915 

social punishment increases and the tax/subsidy decreases. These increments gradually 916 

diminish especially once the share of compliers has reached approximately 0.7. The 917 

slope of the plane shows that the marginal value is close to zero if there are either hardly 918 

any, or many compliers. The highest marginal value is reached once the share of 919 

compliers has exceeded a critical value that is able to exercise sufficiently strong social 920 

punishment that alters the strategy choice of the defectors. Figure 5a) differs from 921 

Figure 5b) only by the fact that the depth of the water table is 40 m instead of 15 m. 922 

Thus the defector’s extra benefit D C  decrease from 316.36 € to 212.22 €. Figure 923 

5b) shows that the solution of equation (17) is qualitatively identical to the one of 924 

Figure 5a). The difference between the extra benefits and the three-dimensional plane of 925 

the social punishment is less than in Figure 5a). The lower values of social punishment 926 

of agent i  and of the tax/subsidy are the result of the decrease in the defector’s extra 927 

benefits which in turn is the consequence of the decrease in the depth of the water table 928 

from 15 to 40 m. Moreover, Figure 5b) shows compared to Figure 5a) that the slope of 929 

the three dimensional plane of social punishment is less pronounced, and the necessary 930 

critical value to set off the chain reaction of social compliance is lower.  931 

Although both Figures illustrate the low probability of the existence of a network-932 

equilibrium, one has to keep in mind that the number of compliers is important for the 933 

existence of a network-equilibrium. The larger the number of compliers is the less 934 

important is the location of the agent within the network. This is simply a result of the 935 

decrease in the overall social punishment in the network. Thus, the asymmetry of the 936 

social network and complexity of the links lose importance and the agents are more and 937 
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more identical. Consequently, the likelihood of an equilibrium increases with the 938 

number of compliers in the network.   939 

 940 

Figures 5a) – 5b): Figure 5a): social punishment as a function of the share of compliers941 

ic  and local cohesiveness of compliers 
ic  with (0) 15s  ; 5b): social punishment  as a 942 

function of the share of compliers ic  and local cohesiveness of compliers 
ic  with 943 

(0) 40s  . 944 
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 945 

 946 

 947 

Figures 5a) – 5b) are the result of a snapshot at time 0 and as such they do not provide 948 

any information about the evolution of the social punishment over time. Figures 2a – 949 

3d) show the evolution of the compliers and of social punishment over time. Thus, the 950 

only missing information for the determination of the social punishment over time is the 951 
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evolution of the defector’s extra benefit. This information is presented by the Figures 952 

C2a) – C2d) in appendix C (Evolution of Social Pressure). The results of this discussion 953 

can be summarized in the following observation 954 

Observation 8: (social punishment and network equilibrium at the micro level)  955 

Figures 5a) -5b) show that the share of compliers in the neighborhood of agent i  and 956 

local cohesiveness are weak substitutes for magnitude of social punishment if the share 957 

of compliers is in the range of 0.3 – 0.7. Outside this range the substitutability of these 958 

two arguments tends to zero. The lower or higher is the share of compliers the more 959 

likely exists a network-equilibrium. It is given either by an all-defector or a nearly-all-960 

complier network-equilibrium.  961 

Figures 5a) -5b) analyze the value of social punishment as a variation of the share on 962 

compliers and local cohesiveness. Thus, to complete the numerical analysis it remains 963 

to investigate the effect of the depth of the water table and the share of compliers on 964 

social pressure. The results of this analysis can be summarized in the following 965 

observation. 966 

 967 

Observation 9: (substitutability between depth of the water table and the share of 968 

compliers at the micro level) 969 

Figures D1) of the appendix shows that the depth of the water table and the share of 970 

compliers in the neighborhood are substitutes if the defector's extra utility is sufficiently 971 

large and tend to be complements otherwise.  972 

For the argumentation of these results see the Appendix D (Social Pressure and the 973 

Dynamics of the Resource and the Population of Compliers). 974 

7. Conclusions 975 

The study defines a social norm that is based on the socially optimal management of a 976 

renewable natural resource owned by a community. It is obtained by the open loop 977 

solution of a dynamic game. On the contrary, the non-compliance of the social norm is 978 

linked with short-sighted behavior where agents maximize the net benefits of the current 979 

time period.  Based on these two extraction strategies we define compliers (compliance 980 

of social norm) and defectors (non-compliance). Agents can revise their strategy within 981 

an evolutionary game-theoretic approach, i.e. the probability of a change from their 982 

current to the alternative strategy increases the higher are the perspective gains from the 983 
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change. Although agents are free to choose their strategy we consider the case where 984 

compliers exercise social punishment that reduces the defectors’ utility. Social 985 

punishment depends on the remaining level of the natural resource, the number of 986 

compliers and their local cohesiveness in the neighborhood of agent i . This formulation 987 

aims to answer the question to which extent network effects (share of compliers, local 988 

cohesiveness) and stock effects (resource) provide incentives for individual agents to 989 

comply with the social norm – in particular to what extent the compliance of a social 990 

norm is a self-enforcing process, and which are the necessary social and physical 991 

conditions to set off this process or choke it off. 992 

If all equilibrium conditions hold an overall equilibrium with respect to the dynamics of 993 

the resource, the network and the resource demand may emerge. However, given the 994 

asymmetry and complexity of the network no analytical solution can be provided. 995 

Nevertheless, the study provides a measurement of the distance of the current state of 996 

the network to the network equilibrium. In the case that the number of compliers is not 997 

sufficient for supporting the socially optimal management of the resource the 998 

community may decide to realize a one-time payment to defectors that follow the social 999 

norm for the next time period. Provided that the number of additional compliers is 1000 

sufficiently high the increase in social punishment exercised by the compliers allows 1001 

maintaining or even augmenting the number of compliers which in turn supports a 1002 

sustainable management of the resource. 1003 

Given the limitation for an analytical solution the study analyzes the case of the Western 1004 

La Mancha Aquifer (Spain). The social network is formed by 7500 farmers. Given the 1005 

economic conditions and the limited maximal depth of the aquifer there does not exist 1006 

an economic equilibrium. The results show that a sufficiently high share of compliers is 1007 

necessary for an efficient management of the resource but not sufficient. The magnitude 1008 

of the critical mass of compliers depends on the dynamics of the resource and the 1009 

network. The required initial number of compliers decreases with an increase in average 1010 

local cohesiveness and decrease in the remaining stock, however, only to a certain 1011 

degree. There exists a band width of the share of compliers where the resource can be 1012 

managed in an efficient or inefficient way. The endpoints of the band width identify the 1013 

initial number of compliers that either prevent or guarantee an efficient management of 1014 

the resource.  The later number is crucial for the determination of the one-time payment. 1015 

The size of the band width depends on the size of the remaining stock and the strength 1016 
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of average local cohesiveness. Similar results are also obtained at the micro level, i.e., at 1017 

the level of the neighborhood of agent i . If the critical mass of compliers is not reached 1018 

initially, an all-defector-network-equilibrium is likely to emerge. However, in contrast 1019 

with the previous literature the emergence of an all-complier-network-equilibrium is 1020 

extremely unlikely since isolated communities of defectors may emerge that are 1021 

immune to social punishment.  1022 

The results of this analysis help to understand the observed variety of strategies that 1023 

coexist within a resource extracting community. Additional they identify targets for the 1024 

formulation of policies that help to favor the sustainable management of natural 1025 

resources. 1026 
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 1132 

Appendix A 1133 

Methodological and Technical Aspects of the Implementation of the Social Network 1134 

 1135 

As described in section “The social network” the S  attributes of each individual 1136 

(characteristics, attractiveness, fitness) present socioeconomic and biological factors and 1137 

are denoted by i . They can be expressed as a numerical value within  0, . We 1138 

assume that these factors are independent from each other and contribute 1139 

multiplicatively to the value of i . Under these conditions i  will be lognormally 1140 

distributed irrespective of the distribution of each single factor. The individual type can 1141 

be written as  1 ,S
i s s i n     and 0s  . The generation of the network is 1142 

governed by the individual characteristics of the agents. Agents may prefer to establish 1143 

links with other agents that are either very attractive (preferential attachment) or have 1144 

similar characteristics (similar attachment).  1145 

The network is generated link by link and the formation of a new link is decided by a 1146 

stochastic decision rule. We distinguish between a resident, i.e., an agent that forms part 1147 

of the existing network, and a newcomer. The higher the characteristics (attractiveness) 1148 

of a resident the higher is the probability that the resident is selected by the newcomer. 1149 
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In contrast to other methods this network generation process has the advantage that it is 1150 

endogenous, i.e. it depends on underlying distribution of the agents’ characteristics. 1151 

With this procedure it also not likely that the initially selected agents accumulate more 1152 

links compared with the later selected agents. Thus, it reduces the positive correlation   1153 

between the agent’s degree and her residence time in the network. Finally, attribute 1154 

based generation process is also not based on a macro-level structure of the network like 1155 

the degree.  As such it does not hamper the design of the micro-level structure of the 1156 

network and provides sufficient freedom for variations at the micro-level structure as 1157 

sought by this study.   1158 

 1159 

The network generation process based on preferential attachment is implemented by 1160 

following five steps:  1161 

 1162 

1. 1163 

Let 0N  be the initial network which can be any network, where the initial number of 1164 

agents is very small and given by  0 0A n .  1165 

 1166 
2. 1167 

Define as 0m n  the number of agents to whom a newcomer j  may connect when it 1168 

joins the network, and let 0jk   be the initial degree of a newcomer j  . 1169 

  1170 
3. 1171 

At each step t  of generation, 00 t n n    , an agent i  already present in the network is 1172 

selected with a uniform probability 
0

1
iP

n t



 that is independent of agent’s i  1173 

characteristics i .  If the newcomer j  is already linked with agent i , repeat step 3. 1174 

 1175 

4. 1176 

With probability i
i

max

P 



 the newcomer j  connects to agent i  , where 1177 

0
1{ }n t

max iimax 


    denotes maximal value of the characteristics of all agents in the 1178 

network (t )n . Let us assign the value 1 to the decision to connect the newcomer to 1179 

the existing network and 0 otherwise. For all randomly generated probabilities that are 1180 

less than iP , the newcomer should be connected and otherwise not. To transform this 1181 

decision rule into an operation rule we define the Bernoulli variable X that results from 1182 
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1 if  
0 if  

i

i

u P
X

u P


 


, 1183 

where u  is randomly drawn number  from the uniform distribution  0 1iUni P  . 1184 

This method is commonly known as the inverse transform method and is comparable 1185 

with a forge coin where the probability to show up head (1) is iP  and tail (0) 1 iP  .  1186 

 In case of rejection  0X   , steps 3 and 4 are repeated. Likewise, steps 3 and 4 are 1187 

repeated in case of acceptance in order to establish as many links as defined by m until 1188 

jk m    1189 

 1190 

5.   1191 

Selection stops when 0t n n   . 1192 

 1193 

Let us assume that i  is lognormally distributed within the network. It is denoted by 1194 

( ) ( , )Logn     and its density function is given by
2

2
( )

21( )
2

lnx

f x e
x







 

  . 1195 

We further assume that 0  , and thus the attribute distribution is characterized 1196 

completely by the parameter . If  is chosen such that it falls within the range of 1197 

1 4   , the degree distribution follows a power-law distribution ( )P k k  where   1198 

satisfy the inequality 2 3   . If 0   , the network generation process leads to  1199 

random network. If we have that 0 1  , the degree sequences of the generated 1200 

networks are close to the exponential distribution. If it holds that 4  , the generated 1201 

networks are monopolistic. These types of networks are also called ``winner-takes-it-1202 

all" networks.  Within the admissible spectrum for power-law networks, i.e., 1 4   , 1203 

we specified the distribution function of the characteristics as  0,1.5Logn  . Moreover, 1204 

the choice of the parameter m  allows defining the network density, d , and the average 1205 

degree of network, k , since both properties depend on m . More precisely these 1206 

properties are defined by 0 02( ( ))
( 1)

l m n nd
n n
 




 and 
 0 02 ( )l n n m

k
n

 
  , where 0l  1207 

corresponds to the initial set of links at 0t  . If the initial network is complete, it holds 1208 

that 0 0
0

( 1)
2

n nl 
 . As we are assuming that all agents add links at a constant rate m , it 1209 
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holds that 2 
1

md
n




 and 2k m . Each newcomer starts in the network with the 1210 

degree of jk . However, as the network grows new links may be added so that the initial 1211 

degree will be modified.17     1212 

 1213 

Although the generated networks are quite realistic some important features of real-1214 

world networks are left out, for example aspects of directed network topology, agents 1215 

exit the network and/or links are newly formed or cut. Despite these simplifications, the 1216 

generation process allows us to create null networks that preserve the original density 1217 

and degree distribution, while properties such as assortativity (correlation with respect 1218 

to the agents’ degree), local cohesiveness, modularity (strength of division into 1219 

subgroups) and hierarchical clustering are maintained. For the economic analysis null 1220 

networks are important since they allow isolating the effects of specific meso- and 1221 

micro-level topological characteristics on the agents’ behavior. 1222 

 1223 

Once the social network has been generated by the process described above directional 1224 

rewiring (reorientation of existing links) is applied in order to modify the generated 1225 

micro-level characteristics to the different levels required for the economic analysis. 1226 

Directional rewiring is based on a probabilistic rule: the more similar the pair ( , )i j  , 1227 

the larger the probability of agents i  and j   to be connected. The rule consists of the 1228 

two following three steps: 1229 

                                                           
17 The network generation process based on LogNormal Fitness Attachment (LNFA) was 

originally suggested by Nguyen, K. and D. Tran (2012). Fitness-Based Generative Models for 

Power-Law Networks. Handbook of Optimization in Complex Networks. M. Thai and P. 

Pardalos. New York Springer: 39 - 55. and Ghadge , S., T. Killingback , B. Sundaram and D. Tran 

(2010). "A statistical construction of power-law networks." International Journal of Parallel, 

Emergent and Distributed Systems 25(3): 223 - 235.. Lipowski, A. and D. Lipowska (2012). 

"Roulette-wheel selection via stochastic acceptance." Physica A: Statistical Mechanics and its 

Applications 391(6): 2193-2196. modified this approach by replacing  by defining i
i

max

P 



 . 

It allows obtaining better computational performance while maintaining the qualitative 

properties of the previous approach.  
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 1230 

1. 1231 

Two links of the network connecting four different agents are selected with uniform 1232 

probability 1
L l

at each step of rewiring. 1233 

2. 1234 

The four agents associated with these two links are ordered with respect to their 1235 

characteristics completely. The proposed rewiring process is a modification of the 1236 

approach proposed by (Xulvi-Brunet and Sokolov 2005) since it is based on the agents’ 1237 

characteristics and not on the agent’s degree.  With probability qP  , the links are rewired 1238 

in such a way that the new links connect the two agents that have the lowest 1239 

characteristics and the two agents that have the highest characteristics. Figure A1 1240 

demonstrates the three possible configurations for 1,2,3q   for rewiring. Let us define 1241 

the set of the three possible links by {( , ) : }q q q q qC i j i j  . As the criteria for the choice 1242 

of the new link we define the characteristics of the new link as a heuristic distance 1243 

between the characteristics of the new pair of agents. It is given by 1244 

( , )

exp   
q q

q q q

i j
i j C

 
   
 

 and the probability of establishing the new link by 1245 

 

,
( , )

exp   
1

exp   

q qq q
q q q

i ji j

q
i j C

i ji j

P 



    
 

 
  




. Since the objective of rewiring is 1246 

connecting agent with similar characteristics the  1 2 3max , ,P P P  is chosen. This process 1247 

results in connecting the two agents with the highest characteristics and the two agents 1248 

with the lowest characteristics. In the case that one or both of these new links already 1249 

exists in the network, step 2 is discarded and step 1 is repeated. Based on max qP and 1250 

the inverted transform method described above, it is decided whether the rewiring step 1251 

is realized or not.  1252 

 1253 

3.  1254 

 Rewiring stops if the desired micro-level structure local cohesiveness has been reached. 1255 

 1256 
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Figure A1 Rewiring of links that reduces preferential attachment and increases similar 1257 

attachment  1258 

 1259 

 1260 

To compute the assortativity of a network, we use the Pearson correlation coefficient 1261 

between the degrees of agents joined by a link (Newman 2010): 1262 

 

2
1 1

2
1 2 2 1

1( )
2

1 1( ) ( )
2 2

i i i i
i i

i i i i
i i

l j k l j k
r

l j k l j k

 

 

 
  
 

 
   

 

 

 

 , 1263 

where L l  is the number of links in the network, and ij  and ik  denote the two 1264 

agent’s degree that are connected by the thi  link. The measure lies in the range of 1265 

1 1r   , where 1 indicates the maximal assortativity. For random networks it follows 1266 

that 0r   when the generated networks are sufficiently large  n  , since agents are 1267 

placed at random.   1268 

 1269 

The transitivity or average local cohesiveness (average local clustering) coefficient i  1270 

measures how close is the neighborhood ( )i  of agent i  to a complete network. If 1271 

agent i  has ik   neighbors, there can exist at most ( 1)
2 2

i i ik k k 


 
 
 

 links connecting 1272 

agent’s i  neighbors. If we define a transitive relation in the neighborhood of i  as i A   1273 
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, , ( ) : ( )u v i uRi iRu uRv     , where ( ) { : }u iu uii a l L l L     , the local 1274 

clustering can be quantified as. 1275 

 
2 { : , ( ), }

( 1)
uv u v uv

i
i i

l a a i l L
k k


 




 . 1276 

Transitivity lies in the range [0,1]i  . Likewise, the local cohesiveness of compliers 1277 

coefficient 
ic  measures how close is the set of compliers of agent’s i  neighborhood, 1278 

( )C i , to a complete network. Its definition is given by  1279 

2 { : , ( ), }
( 1)i

uv u v C uv

i i
c

l a a i l L
k k


 




. 1280 

The upper value of local cohesiveness max
ic  can be approximated by 1281 

 
 

 

 

 

2
max 21 1

.
1 1i

i i i i i i i i
c i

i i i i

c k c k c c k c k c
k k k k


 

   
 

 1282 

Since for its measurement only the share of compliers in the neighborhood is needed the 1283 

value of max
ic  is independent of the network structure, i.e., the agent’s number of links  1284 

ik  do not need to be considered. Thus if there are only a few compliers local 1285 

cohesiveness of compliers cannot be large and if all neighbors are compliers local 1286 

cohesiveness of compliers can be one at the maximum. For a share of compliers of 0.25 1287 

(0.3, 0.5, 0.75) the upper bound of local cohesiveness of compliers if given by 0.0625 1288 

(0.09, 0.25, 0.562).  1289 

 1290 

Figure A2 shows how average cohesiveness and the type of attachment (from 1291 

preferential to similar) changes as more and more agents are disconnected and reconnect 1292 

(rewiring) such that the new connection increases the average local cohesiveness. It 1293 

allows us to identify the interrelation between the different topological properties of the 1294 

network. Figure A2 also illustrates that individual degree is positively related with 1295 

average local cohesiveness, i.e., higher assortativity leads to an increase in average local 1296 

cohesiveness. However, it is important to observe that an increase in degrees is 1297 

negatively related with local cohesiveness since the more links there are, the more 1298 

difficult it is that the neighborhood formed by compliers constitute a complete network. 1299 

It is the basis for this study where we determine the effects of the structure and state of 1300 

the network on the agent’s decision to comply with the social norm or not. 1301 
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Figure A2: The effects of rewiring on individual degree and average local cohesiveness 1302 

 1303 

 1304 

So far we have described the generation of the social network but not its initialization 1305 

with respect to complier and defectors. We randomly assigned the desired number of 1306 

compliers and defectors within the network, simulated the evolution of the network and 1307 

calculated the social pressure function after 1 year. Let us denote this results as ̂  .  1308 

However, depending on the initial distribution of compliers and defectors within the 1309 

network, the value of ̂  may vary strongly. To evaluate the magnitude of this bias we 1310 

used the Monte Carlo method and repeated timesn  the calculations of ̂ . The 1311 

variance of the timesn  repeated calculations ˆ
n
  is employed for the determination of 1312 

the magnitude of the bias. Following (Vose 2012) we determined the required number 1313 

of repetition n  that guarantees that ˆ
n
  is less than an acceptable error   given a 1314 

confidence interval  1  .18,19 For a confidence interval of 95% and an acceptable 1315 

error of 0.004 the required number of repetitions is 96.04. For this reason we repeated 1316 

all our calculations presented in this study with 100 different initial assignments. The 1317 

presented results throughout the article are average values over the 100 repetitions.  1318 

                                                           
18

 It would have been possible to evaluate the social pressure function in later years. However, the 

effect of the initial assignment dilute over the years. Thus, limiting the error term of the first year 

presents the stringent test.     

19
 The formula for the calculation of the necessary simple size is given by 

 
2

ˆ

2

1.96 n

n 


 .     
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  1319 

One may think that the required number of repetitions is low. However, it can be 1320 

explained by the large number of agents (7500) that dampen the effect of the initial 1321 

assignment on the final value of ̂ .  1322 

 1323 

The differential equation  
1

,  
cn n

C D
i i

i cn
s g s w w



     was solved analytically for the 1324 

case of pure strategies: all agents are compliers or all agents are defectors. However, for 1325 

the case of mixed strategies an analytical solution cannot be provided because the share 1326 

of compliers c  is changing over time. Hence, the value of ( )s t  was determined 1327 

numerically by the method of Euler at each moment of time.    1328 

 1329 

Appendix B 1330 

Numerical Analysis and Specification of the Employed Functions 1331 

As an example of high policy relevance we focus on the situation of the Western La 1332 

Mancha Aquifer situated within the upper Guadiana basin which is located in the inland 1333 

region of Castilla La Mancha, Spain and extends over 5000km2 - see Figure B1. The 1334 

constant overdraft of this aquifer has led to a variety of policy measures with the 1335 

objective to curb the deterioration of this aquifer and to comply with the Water 1336 

Framework Directive of the European Union (European Comission 2000, Blanco-1337 

Gutiérrez et al. 2011).  1338 

 1339 

Figure B1: Geographical location of the Western La Mancha Aquifer 1340 
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 1341 

Hydrological model 1342 

We start out with the specification of the dynamics of the aquifer, 1343 

      
1

( ) ,  
cn n

C D
i i t

i cn
s g s w w s s   



     . For the case of an aquifer natural 1344 

reproduction of the resource is independent of the stock and thus the term   g s  is 1345 

equal to R  that denotes natural recharge. The stock ( )s t  indicates the depth of the water 1346 

table in meters and ( )C
iw t  and ( )D

iw t  indicate the extracted water in m3/ha. Since the 1347 

extraction is measured in m3 and the depth of the water table in m we introduce the 1348 

conversion factor   that expresses the change in the depth of the water table as a result 1349 

of water extraction. Moreover, a part of the extracted water for irrigation percolates 1350 

back to the aquifer.  Following Esteban and Albiac (2010, 2011) we set this return rate, 1351 

denoted by  , equal to 20%. Thus, the dynamics of the natural resource is now given 1352 

by  1353 

   
1

( )
c n

C D
i i

i c
s t R w t w t 



  
    

  
  . (18) 1354 
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Esteban and Albiac (2011) report that the cultivated land for agricultural production 1355 

comprised 191400 ha in the year 2007. Esteban and Albiac (2010, 2011) calculated that 1356 

the farmers’ irrigation practices lead to a gross extraction of 1km3 of water from the 1357 

aquifer and an extension of the irrigated area by 62000 ha. As a consequence the water 1358 

table dropped by 32 meters, i.e., a decrease of 2.6666 m per year. The gross extraction 1359 

per m3 of water per ha is given by 1.000.000.000m3/253400ha= 3946,3299131807 1360 

m3/ha. To keep the model more manageable but without losing any important 1361 

characteristic related to the hydrological processes we scaled the aquifer down to 7500 1362 

ha which implies that all agents own exactly one hectare. Hence a drop of 2.6666 m per 1363 

year are caused by a total extraction of 3946,3299131807 m3/ha times 7500ha. In other 1364 

words a decrease in the water table in meters per m3 of extraction is given by the 1365 

conversion factor 2,66666m/29597474,34885525m3 = 0.00000009009778m/ m3. 1366 

Although we downscaled the aquifer we kept the number of agents approximately 1367 

identical. However, we had to adjust the size of the firm. We assume that every agent 1368 

owns exactly one hectare.  1369 

According to Esteban and Albiac (2011) the overall recharge is  0.36 km3. Hence per 1370 

cultivated ha we obtain a recharge of 360.000.000/253400=1420,678768m3. This 1371 

number links well with the reported rainfall of 415 mm/ha by (Martínez-Santos et al. 1372 

2008). In term of cubic meters it results in 10000m2 times 0.415 m = 4150 m3 /ha. 1373 

Water extraction costs 1374 

We calculated the extraction costs as function of the overall depth of the well 1375 

(annualized construction and maintenance costs) and of the lifting costs (Tecnoma and 1376 

Universidad de Cordoba 2004). They are denoted by ( , )c w s . Based on average values 1377 

for area of the Western La Mancha Aquifer the cost of the well given a lifetime of 25 1378 

years and a depth of 46.83m are 371€ per ha that is 7.94€ per lineal meter of the 1379 

constructed well depth. Assuming an average price raise of 2003 of 4% p.a. over 10 1380 

years, the nominal costs per lineal meter for the year 2014 are 11.75 € per lineal meter. 1381 

As reported by Llamas and Garrido (2007) the energy required to lift 1 m3 of water by 1 1382 

meter requires 0,004 kWh. Given a price of 0.12 € per kWh the lifting costs per m3 of 1383 

water are 0.00048€ per lineal meter.  1384 

 1385 
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Net benefits of agricultural production and water demand 1386 

 Varela-Ortega et al. (Varela-Ortega et al. 2011) developed a mathematical 1387 

programming model for four different farm types that characterize the variety of 1388 

production systems and farm types in the area of the Western La Mancha Aquifer. 1389 

Subject to economic, agronomic and policy constraints the authors calculate the farm 1390 

net income for different water allocation schemes. In other words they calculate the best 1391 

response of the farmer with respect to changes in the level of the allocated water per ha. 1392 

for the coming agricultural campaign, i.e., the changes in other inputs than water or in 1393 

the type of crop in order to maximize the farm net income to adjust for changes in the 1394 

allocated water. The reported results by Varela-Ortega et al. allowed us to relate the 1395 

maximal net farm income with respect to composite input as a function of the assigned 1396 

water per ha, i.e.   *x w . The optimal farm income and the assigned water are 1397 

reported in table 3 of their work (Varela-Ortega et al. 2011). For the empirical 1398 

estimation of this relationship we calculated the weighted average of the farm net 1399 

income and water consumption for the four different farm types. Unfortunately, the 1400 

collected and presented data only reflects the upward sloping section of the farm net 1401 

benefit function. Yet, the same authors report that prior to the implementation of water 1402 

restriction at the beginning of the 21 century the economic optimum corresponded to an 1403 

extraction of 4300 m3 of water per ha and year. Adding this information in form of a 1404 

decrease of the farm net benefit function beyond a consumption of 4300 m3 allowed 1405 

estimating the farm net benefits as a function of water consumption. Additionally, we 1406 

incorporated the extraction costs of water. The function that best fitted the data was a 1407 

quadratic function with an R2 adjusted of 0.94. It is given by 1408 

  * 2, 70,3547448 0,5061 0,0000601 7.94 11,75 0,00048x w s w w s s ws       . 1409 

(19)   1410 

Equation (19) is the specification of equation (1). 1411 

 1412 

In the next step we need to obtain the solution of the dynamic optimization problem, 1413 

detailed in equations (2) and (3). For this purpose we substitute the general resource 1414 

dynamics s  and the term   * ,x w s  in equations (2) and (3) by their specifications 1415 

given in equations (18) and (19) respectively. Thereafter, the dynamic solution problem 1416 
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was solved numerically in GAMS. The compliers’ and defectors’ strategy differs by the 1417 

length of their planning horizon. Compliers adhere to the social norm by having a 1418 

farsighted perspective while defectors deviate from it by having only a planning horizon 1419 

of 1 year. The choice of a planning horizon of 25 years is obviously debatably but this 1420 

period of time coincides with the generational succession of the farm business and with 1421 

the economic life time of the investment.20   1422 

 1423 

The obtained data from the solution of the dynamic optimization model for different 1424 

initial value of 0s  allowed to estimate the compliers’ and defectors’ water demand that 1425 

maximizes theirs farm net benefits,   w , ,C
i t T s t  and   w ,1,D

i t s t , as a function of 1426 

the depth  of the water table. Likewise, the optimal water demand for each strategy for 1427 

different initial value of 0s  allowed us to calculate the optimal farm net benefits 1428 

         * , , w ,C C C
i i ix w s t s t    and          * , , w ,D D D

i i ix w s t s t    as a function 1429 

of the depth of the water table.21  The results both estimations are presented in Table 1430 

A1.  1431 

                                                           
20

 Alternatively we could have distinguished the behavior of compliers and defectors by the choice of 

different time preferences. Yet, the choice of different discount rates would have been more difficult 

since there is no natural orientation for its specification like generational succession or economic 

lifetime of the investment.   

21 For the case of compliers we used the average water demand and average discounted farm net 

benefits over 25 years. In this way the compliers’ water demand can be considered as the expected 

annual water demand. Moreover, taking average value moderates the end-value problem toward the 

end of planning horizon. 

 

 Defector Complier 
Water 
demand 

4004,032258 - 3,870967742 s(t) 

 
3910,124356 - 18,28383925  s(t) 
+ 0,855521467 s(t)2 - 0,012022391 
s(t)3 

 
Farm net 
benefits 924,2879956  -13,86127128 s(t)  

529,5613916 - 0,989226044 s(t) 
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 1432 

Table B1: Water demand and optimal farm net benefits as a function of the depth of the 1433 

water table. 1434 

 1435 

Although the compliers maximize over 25 years all agents – compliers and defectors -  1436 

may change her strategy at each moment of time. For this purpose every agent compares 1437 

the utility of her current of strategy with the utility of the alternative strategy. The 1438 

probability of a change in strategies is given by the equations (7) and (8)  and takes into 1439 

account – among elements – the optimal farm net benefits C  and D .    1440 

 1441 

Cooperative behavior and groundwater management 1442 

As mentioned above social pressure exercised by the compliers is an informal 1443 

mechanism to support the enforcement of the social norm. It allows compliers to 1444 

retaliate for the defectors’ higher extractions rate of the groundwater. These 1445 

abstractions, lead as a result of the faster decrease of the water table to higher pumping 1446 

and scarcity costs for all agents.   1447 

After having specified the optimal farm net benefits for each strategy, C and D we 1448 

specify social pressure as a function of the depth of the water table, the number of 1449 

compliers and the cohesiveness of the neighborhood  N i  of agent i . Following 1450 

(Tavoni et al. 2012) we model social pressure   by a Gompertz growth function. This 1451 

asymmetric sigmoid function is given by  
gcide

ic ae


 . The shape of   is 1452 

determined by the three positive constants ,a d  and g   that correspond respectively to 1453 

the upper asymptote, the displacement along the origin and the growth rate of the 1454 

function. We modified the original formulation of the function so that it takes account 1455 

of the relevant arguments of social pressure. For this purpose we substitute the 1456 

parameters a  and g  by the functions  ica    and ( )g s  respectively. Hence the 1457 

modified Gompertz function depends on the characteristics of the neighborhood with 1458 

- 0,81859727 s(t)2 + 0,023769413 
s(t)3 
- 0,000212445 s(t)4 
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respect to its share of compliers and its cohesiveness, and the depth of the water table 1459 

and is given by   1460 

   
 

, ,
g s ci

i i

de
i c cs c a e  


 .(20) 1461 

Figure B1a) shows its form as a function of the share of compliers for a given depth of 1462 

the water table of 15 m and 40 m and  0
ica   =1. Figure B1b1) illustrates its scaling 1463 

factor that determines the upper limit of the social pressure function. Higher values of 1464 

local cohesiveness lead to a higher values of the upper limit (asymptote) but the shape 1465 

of the social pressure function stays unchanged. The specification of the functions and 1466 

parameters is explained in detail below.   1467 

 1468 

Figure B1 a) – b):  a) Social pressure as a function of the share of compliers for given 1469 

depth of the water table of 15 m and 40 m and minimal local cohesiveness 0
ic  , b) 1470 

Upper limits of social pressure as a function of the share of compliers ic     1471 

 1472 

 1473 

Social pressure is then characterized as incremental sanctioning driven by the four 1474 

parameters: the share of compliers in agent’s i  neighborhood  ic  , the stock levels  s1475 
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, the effectiveness of sanctioning ( )d  and the number of compliers in agent's 1476 

neighborhood who are connected  ic .  1477 

Compliers are aware about the evolution of the stock and they increase their pressure on 1478 

defectors as s  falls. The function  g s  induces   to grow faster as the water table s   1479 

approaches the maximal depth of the well, maxs , in particular if max

2
ss   . The precise 1480 

formulation of g   is given by 1481 

    
max

n
sg s A B A

s
 

    
 

  1482 

and is bounded between  A g s B  .  We set the parameter 10, 20A B   and 3n 1483 

so that   10 20g s  .  Higher values of the parameter d  displace the social pressure 1484 

function to the right so that higher values of ic  are needed to exert the same pressure on 1485 

defectors as before. Thus, the parameter d  describes the ability to exercise social 1486 

pressure, i.e., the ability to sanction defectors (Tavoni et al. 2012). In the model we set 1487 

150d  in accordance with the study of (Tavoni et al. 2012). 1488 

Since the function  ica   defines the upper asymptote it reflects the maximal social 1489 

pressure that compliers can exercise. Provided that agent i  is a defector social pressure 1490 

on agent i  increases if the compliers of the neighborhood of agent i  coordinate their 1491 

action against agent i . Thus, the cohesiveness of the compliers of the neighborhood of 1492 

agent i  is a precondition for their cooperation and it likely increases social pressure of 1493 

defectors. For this reason we introduced the function  ica   that measures to which 1494 

extent compliers in the neighborhood of agent i  are connected among each other. The 1495 

specification of the cohesiveness function  ica   is given by 1496 

1 1j

j

c
c

max

a







 
    

 

 .(21) 1497 

If all neighbors of agent i  were compliers 1ic   and connected among each other we 1498 

would have 1
ic max   . However, if not all neighbors are compliers it holds that 1499 

0 1
ic max    and consequently the function a  is bounded by 1 2a  . Moreover, 1500 
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we stipulate to set 0.5  . This choice affects only the behavior of the function within 1501 

its boundaries but not the boundaries itself. Given that the term 
 g s cidee


 of the social 1502 

pressure function is bounded by 
 

0 1
g s cidee


   we know that the social pressure 1503 

function is limited as well, more precisely by 0 2  .  1504 

 1505 

The defined boundary of the social pressure function is of outmost importance since it 1506 

limits social punishment to be at most twice the difference between the benefits of 1507 

defectors and compliers, i.e.  2 D C    .  1508 

Obviously the choice of the parameters and the specification of the social pressure 1509 

function   is debatable and we cannot defend its choice on grounds of the literature or 1510 

realized experiments. However, the choice of limiting   to be smaller or equal to two 1511 

seems reasonable on grounds of economic reasoning. The main objective of social 1512 

punishment is to deter agents from defecting from the social norm. Once social 1513 

punishment outweighs the non-compliance benefits it would be best for rational agents 1514 

to adhere to the social norm. However, since social punishment of agent i  depends on 1515 

the structure and state of the network we allowed 0 2   so that effective social 1516 

punishment, 1  , occurs not only if all neighbors of agent i   are compliers that are 1517 

perfectly connected among each other.    1518 

The definition of the social pressure function however is not only motivated by 1519 

economic reasoning but it also allows linking the structure and state of the network with 1520 

the decisions that have to be made by each agent. Finally the choice of the boundaries of  1521 

  are also decisive for limiting the probability of a change from the agent’s current 1522 

strategy to an alternative strategy. Denote the utility of the agent’s current strategy by 1523 

iU  and of her alternative strategy by '
iU . Thus, based on equations (5) - (8) we observe 1524 

that the probability of a change in the agent’s current strategy to the agent’s alternative 1525 

strategy is given by 1526 

 1527 

   

    
( ) 1

max
i i

i D C

U t U t
p t

U t U t


 
  


.(22) 1528 

 1529 
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If     0i iU t U t    we have 0 ( ) 1ip t   and if     0i iU t U t    we have 1530 

0 ( ) 1ip t   . Thus, equation (22) shows that the probability is limited by 1531 

1 ( ) 1ip t    and links to the mathematical conception of probability. In the equations 1532 

(7) and (8) we set the probability of a change in strategies equal to zero if it would lead 1533 

to an economic loss, i.e., if     0i iU t U t   . Consequently it will not be realized. 1534 

Despite this modification equation (22) shows the importance of the boundary choice of 1535 

  for linking the behavioral model with the mathematical concept of probability.   1536 

  1537 

 1538 

Appendix C 1539 

Evolution of Social Pressure  1540 

 1541 

Figures C1a) –C1d) show the evolution of the average social pressure within the 1542 

network, T . It consists of the social pressure received by all agents, i.e. the social 1543 

pressured received by defectors and the potential social pressure that compliers would 1544 

receive if they decided to abandon their current strategy. Alternatively we calculated the 1545 

average social pressure that only defectors receive and denote it by D .  The graphs 1546 

show that D  always decreases over time, suggesting that neighborhoods are formed 1547 

where the share of defectors increases.   1548 

 1549 

Figure  C1a) – C1d): Evolution of social pressure   . Figure C1a): 0.5, (0) 15ic s  ; 1550 

Figure C1b): 0.5, (0) 40ic s  ; Figure C1c) : 0.65, (0) 15ic s  ; Figure C1d):1551 

0.65, (0) 40ic s  . 1552 
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1553 

 1554 
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1555 

 1556 

 1557 

 1558 

Figures  C2a) – C2d): Evolution of the defector’s extra benefits for different degrees of 1559 

average local cohesiveness with   0.05, 0.15, 0.25 and 0.35 . Figure C2a): 1560 

0.5, (0) 15ic s  ; Figure C2b): 0.5, (0) 40ic s  ; Figure C2c) : 0.65, (0) 15ic s  ; 1561 

Figure C2d): 0.65, (0) 40ic s  .  1562 

 1563 
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1564 

1565 
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1566 

 1567 

 1568 

Appendix D 1569 

Social Pressure and the Dynamics of the Resource and the Population of Compliers 1570 

Figure D1 shows the relationship between two arguments of the social pressure function 1571 

in form of level curves of the defector’s extra utility, D CU U . The level curve of 1572 

0D CU U   indicates the locus where defectors are indifferent between compliance 1573 

and non-compliance and thus, it draws the separation line of non-compliance and 1574 

compliance. The level curve of 0 (continuous line) indicates the substitution between 1575 

depth of the water table and the share of compliers given that the maximum local 1576 

cohesiveness of compliers is achieved. As long as the level curve is positive defectors 1577 

have little incentive to abandon their current strategy. For negative values, however, the 1578 
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probability that defectors change their strategy to compliance increases with a decrease 1579 

in the value of the level curve. Figure 4 also indicates the level curve 0 (discontinuous 1580 

line) in the absence of local cohesiveness between compliers (minimal local 1581 

cohesiveness 0
ic  ) .  These two level curves limit the area where other combinations 1582 

of the share of compliers and local cohesiveness of compliers would bring about a level 1583 

curve of 0.  1584 

As long as the level curves are greater than approximately -75 the depth of the water 1585 

table and the share of compliers tend to be substitutes while they tend to be 1586 

complements if the value of the level curve is below -75.  1587 

 1588 

Figure D1: Level curves of the defector’s extra utility as a function of the depth of the 1589 

water table and the share of compliers given the maximum and minimum local 1590 

cohesiveness (club of compliers).  1591 

 1592 

 1593 

 1594 


